Open House London — the capital's greatest showcase of architecture and urban design
19 & 20 September 2015

Get the essential info from mid-August

Order the guide at
openhouse.london.org.uk/guide

Get the iPhone and Android app by mid-August

Keep up to date on Facebook and Twitter
@openhousetom
@opencityorg

Open City is London's leading architecture education organisation.

We champion the value of well-designed places and spaces in making a liveable and vibrant city, and the role everyone plays within it.

Open City's other key programmes include:

- Green Sky Thinking — a week-long, London-wide events programme for built environment and property professionals, highlighting innovative practice on how we design for sustainability.
- Architecture in Schools — over 900 pupils from 14 London schools participate by partnering with over 40 architects and built environment professionals.
- Accelerate into University — offers students from underrepresented communities a unique opportunity to develop the skills required for entry to higher education in built environment courses (architecture, electrical engineering, landscape architecture etc.)
- Delivered in partnership with UCL's Bartlett School of Architecture and Make Architects;
- Open House Worldwide — over 30 cities across the globe join in celebrating the simple but powerful Open House ethos of unlocking outstanding architecture for all to experience completely for free.

With grateful thanks to Open House London's partners,
Vodafone, United Utilities, the Mayor of London, London Tiger, PropertyGuru, Gale and Sankey, and
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Open House London
is the capital's largest showcase of architecture, design, engineering and public space
19 & 20 September 2015

A simple but powerful concept, it provides opportunities for people to learn about and advocate the value of good design in every London neighbourhood through direct experience of great buildings and places, completely for free.

openhouselondon.org.uk

A quarter of a million people take part in this unique initiative and over 800 buildings participate by opening their doors

Revealing events and activities across the London boroughs

Walks and talks in London's iconic buildings

Great sustainable, eco and zero carbon buildings

London's infrastructure revealed with the Institution of Civil Engineers

"Open House has not only been an enjoyable way for us to show our recently completed project, Forest Mews, in a direct and personal way but has also helped us to win an award." Jessica and Robert Barker, Forest Mews

"Open House is one of the most exciting initiatives for our city today." Noel Farrer, President, Landscape Institute

See inside unique private homes and residences